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Abstract
The physics of foams and emulsions has traditionally been studied using bulk foam/emulsion tests and single film platforms
such as the Scheludko cell. Recently there has been a renewed interest in a third class of techniques that we term as single
bubble/drop tests, which employ isolated whole bubbles and drops to probe the characteristics of foams and emulsions.
Single bubble and drop techniques provide a convenient framework for investigating a number of important characteristics
of foams and emulsions, including the rheology, stabilization mechanisms, and rupture dynamics. In this review we pro-
vide a comprehensive discussion of the various single bubble/drop platforms and the associated experimental measurement
protocols including the construction of coalescence time distributions, visualization of the thin film profiles and characteri-
zation of the interfacial rheological properties. Subsequently, we summarize the recent developments in foam and emulsion
science with a focus on the results obtained through single bubble/drop techniques. We conclude the review by presenting
important venues for future research.
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1. Introduction
Foams and emulsions are dispersions of a gas and a liq-
uid, respectively, in a different liquid. Foams are common
and desirable in a number of applications such as food
manufacturing processes, personal and health care prod-
uct development, detergency, firefighting, flotation of min-
erals, and waste water treatment [1–7]. In contrast to these
applications, stable foams are undesirable and need to be
controlled in situations such as lubrication, textile dyeing,
fermentation, and pulp and paper production [8–11]. Emul-
sions are equally common and find important applications
in food manufacturing processes, personal and health care
product development, enhanced oil recovery, paints, phar-
macy, and road construction [12–15]. In contrast to these
applications, stable emulsions are undesirable and have to
be controlled during lubrication, desalting of crude oil, and
fractionation of petroleum products [16–19].
Motivated by the need to control the stability of foams
and emulsions for different applications, researchers have
developed a wide variety of experimental platforms to study
the stability of these colloidal systems. Broadly, the ex-
isting experimental platforms can be classified as bulk
foam/emulsion setups, single film setups and single bub-
ble/drop setups.
Bulk foam and emulsion experiments probe the physics
of these colloidal systems at a bulk scale. They best mimic
real life foams and emulsions, and capture all their com-
plexity including many body interactions, the effects of ad-
vection, and the presence of plateau borders. Other advan-
tages include the ease of operation and the convenient mea-
surement of the aggregate properties. Common bulk foam
tests include the industry standard ASTM D892 [20], the
foam rise test [21], the shake test [21], and the Flender foam
test [22]. Common bulk emulsion tests include the industry
standard ASTM D1401 [23], shake test [24], high pressure
homogenization (microfluidization) [12, 25], and membrane
emulsification tests [26]. Detailed reviews on bulk foam and
emulsion experiments and the corresponding characteriza-
tion techniques are available in the literature [21, 26–32].
Despite their advantages, these tests are not suitable to sys-
tematically probe stabilization mechanisms due to the shear
complexity of bulk foams and emulsions. Simplifications
like 2D foams do exist [33], however, these systems are still
inconvenient for developing a detailed understanding of the
stability of thin liquid films that ultimately sustain foams
and emulsions. To overcome the limitations of bulk tests,
researchers have developed a couple of other techniques.
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Single film techniques - the simplest abstraction of foams
and emulsions - probe the stability of films that are anal-
ogous to those formed when two particles of the dispersed
phase (gas bubbles or liquid drops) come close to each
other [34]. Perhaps the most well known single film setup
is the Scheludko-Exerowa cell, which was originally devel-
oped by Derjaguin and subsequently improved by Sche-
ludko and Exerowa [31, 35]. Other variants include the
Exerowa-Scheludko porous plate cell and the Dippanear cell
[3, 36, 37]. Single film experiments have transformed our
understanding of thin film stability. In particular, due to
the ability of the technique to measure the pressure in the
film, usually through a Scheludko-Exerowa cell, a deep un-
derstanding of the role of disjoining pressure in terminal
thin film drainage and thin film stability has been developed
[38]. Further, single film results have also aided in improv-
ing the theoretical understanding of thin film drainage, as
the inherent reflection symmetry [34] in these experiments
have made them attractive for theoretical and numerical
analyses [39]. Detailed reviews on single film setups and
results are available in the literature [31, 40]. Despite the
above advantages, single film experiments have certain lim-
itations including difficulties in conveniently controlling the
size of the film and the approach velocity of the interact-
ing interfaces, and the inability to study the interaction of
interfaces with different radii of curvature.
To address these limitations and complement single film
experiments, researchers have developed a third class of ex-
perimental tools that, in terms of mimicking real life foams
and emulsions, fall midway between bulk tests and single
film tests. These are referred to as single bubble/drop se-
tups and, as their name indicates, utilize complete bubbles
and drops to respectively understand foam and emulsion
stability [41]. Single bubble/drop experiments have three
notable advantages over single film tests. Firstly, single
bubble/drop experiments allow the use of a complete bub-
ble/drop, thus enabling the effects of the dispersed phase
size and the rise velocity [1] to be independently studied.
Secondly, single bubble/drop experiments can probe the in-
teraction of interfaces with different radii of curvature, and
have notably improved the understanding of coalescence at
flat liquid-air interfaces [8, 9, 42]. Thirdly, in situ interfa-
cial rheology measurements can be conveniently performed
in single bubble/drop setups, thus making them a more
holistic tool for developing a mechanistic understanding of
thin film stability [42, 43].
In this manuscript, we provide a comprehensive review
of this important technique along with the recent devel-
opments in foam and emulsion science that came about
through single bubble/drop experiments. We start with
a brief discussion of the history of single bubble/drop ex-
periments in Section 2. Subsequently, in Section 3 we
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describe the single bubble and single drop setups in de-
tail along with the relevant experimental protocols and
data analysis techniques. In Section 4 and Section 5
we present the recent developments in foam and emulsion
science, respectively. Finally, we conclude the manuscript
by presenting important venues for future research.
2. Historical Perspective
In this section we will provide a brief overview of the im-
portant historical developments in the field of single bubble
and single drop experiments. Comprehensive historical de-
tails on single film can be found in Gochev et al. [44].
The early scientific interest in soap bubbles can be traced
back to experiments performed by Boyle and Hooke [45].
Initial scientific attention was focused on understanding
the origin of the colors on soap bubbles. Notably, New-
ton performed experiments showing that the first bright
color corresponds to a thickness of 107 nm [44] - a remark-
ably accurate result (see Fig.4). Subsequently, pioneered
by the efforts of Plateau, the attention shifted to under-
standing the shape, interfacial properties, and stability of
soap films.
Investigations into the shape of soap films had a pro-
found impact in the fields of differential geometry, calculus,
and mechanics. Notably, the field of Calculus of Varia-
tions came about in part due to efforts by Bernoulli and
his student Euler in the early 1700’s to understand mini-
mal surfaces formed by soap films [46]. The research into
the shape of soap bubbles also resulted in the development
of the famed Young-Laplace equation, the consequences of
which were demonstrated elegantly by Charles Vernon Boys
in a number experiments to the public [47]. These advance-
ments also paved the way for the development of the Ax-
isymmetric Drop Shape Analysis (ADSA) and the Maxi-
mum Bubble Pressure Method (MBPM), two of the com-
mon techniques used to measure the surface tension using
a bubble/drop supported on a capillary. ADSA was devel-
oped as a result of efforts since the late 1800’s, notably by
Worthington [48, 49], to utilize the shape of pendant liquid
drops as the means to measure the interfacial tension. Over
the years, as a result of advances in imaging and in com-
putational methods, ADSA has become an indispensable
tool for measuring interfacial tension [50]. The first doc-
umented work on MBPM was reported by Simon in 1951
[51]. Over the years as result of the efforts of number of
researchers, MPBM is one of the most popular techniques
to measure dynamic surface tension [52]. Interestingly, the
famed quantum mechanist Erwin Schrodinger in 1915 pro-
vided the first accurate correction for MBPMmeasurements
where the effects of gravity cannot be neglected [53], before
developing the other equation he is now known for.
Detailed investigations into the interfacial rheological
properties were also spawned in part as a result of Plateau’s
studies, where he claimed (though incorrectly in that set-
ting [54]) the existence of an interfacial viscosity through
his description of the damping of a needle oscillating on
the surface of an aqueous surfactant solution [55]. Inter-
estingly, it was single drop experiment results – the Stokes
motion of liquid droplets – that led Boussinesq to formulate
the first mathematical description of interfacial viscoelas-
ticity in 1913 [54, 56]. These results were later generalized
for a Newtonian interface by Scriven in 1959 [57]. In the
subsequent years, techniques employing the controlled dy-
namic deformation of bubbles and drops were developed
as a means to measure interfacial properties. Notably, ef-
forts by Lunkenheimer and others in 1970’s formed the ba-
sis for oscillating bubble/drop rheometers [58], while efforts
by Darsh Wasan and others formed the basis for expanding
and contracting bubble/drop rheometers [59].
The stability of single bubbles and drops has attracted
the attention of researchers since the 1800’s due its fun-
damental [60] and practical importance [34, 61]. Some of
the initial single bubble/drop experiments, notably by Lord
Rayleigh [60] and Geoffrey Ingram Taylor [62], probed the
bubble/drop stability against breakup in electrical fields.
Single bubble experiments, notably by James Dewar, were
also commonly used to study the important phenomenon
of diffusion across liquid interfaces [63]. One the earliest
reported schematics that we can now identify as a single
bubble/drop setup for studying bubble/drop stability can
be observed in Fig. 54 of Charles Vernon Boys’ popular
book Soap-Bubbles and the forces which mould them [47].
Early investigations into thin film stability by Derjaguin
and Kussakov that predated the development of the famed
DLVO theory were also performed with single drop exper-
iments [64]. More practical versions of single bubble/drop
setups can be seen in the works of Rehbinder and Wenstrom
[65], while a feature complete version of a single bubble
setup consisting of an arrangement to form bubbles in a
controlled way along with an interferometry setup for mea-
suring the film thickness can be found in a work published
by Stanley Mason in 1960 [66].
3. Methods
3.1. Single bubble and single drop setups
Single bubble and single drop setups provide a convenient
framework to study in detail the dynamics of bubble-bubble
and drop-drop interactions. Such an understanding is cru-
cial to predict and tune the various aspects of foams and
emulsions, including their stability [8] and density [67].
A typical schematic of a single bubble and single drop
setup is shown in Fig. 1. A single bubble setup (Fig.1.a)
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Figure 1: Schematic of single bubble and drop setups. (a.) A schematic of a single bubble setup with the labeled components. (b.) The final
positions of the bubble for different variations of the setup. These include the cases where the bubble is attached to the capillary (left) and when
it is released from the capillary (right). Here, R is the radius of curvature of the undeformed bubble, h(r, θ) is the film thickness as a function of
the radial position r and angular position θ, and R0 is the radial extent of the film visible during thin film interferometry measurements. (c.) A
schematic of a single drop setup with the labeled components. Here, the drop is denser than the ambient liquid. (d.) The final positions of the
drop for different variations of the setup. These include the cases where the drop is attached to the capillary (left) and when interactions occur
between two drops attached to capillaries (right).
commonly consists of a chamber to contain the ambient liq-
uid, a capillary, and a syringe pump to form the bubble. In
many cases, a pressure transducer is also connected to the
capillary for monitoring the bubble pressure. The bubble
pressure data is useful for many purposes including deter-
mining coalescence events (see Section 3.2) and measur-
ing the rheological response of the air-liquid interface (see
Section 3.4). The profile of the bubble is visualized by a
side camera, while the spatiotemporal evolution of the am-
bient liquid between the bubble and the air-liquid interface
is visualized by the top camera (see Section 3.3). Further
details of the setup depend on the type of the single bubble
experiment.
The different types of single bubble experiments reported
in literature can be broadly classified into three categories.
Namely, bubble attached to a capillary interacting with a
flat air-liquid interface [8, 9, 42, 43, 67–69], bubble released
from a capillary interacting with an air-liquid interface [70–
76], and bubble attached to a capillary interacting with an-
other bubble on a capillary [77]. The final position of the
bubble for two of these variants is shown in Fig.1b. Each
of the above single bubble variants has specific advantages.
The first variant, where the bubble remains attached to the
capillary, is very well suited for studying thin film dynamics
using interferometry, as the bubble position can be accu-
rately controlled. Further advantages include the ability to
easily control the ascend velocity and the size of the bub-
ble. The second variant, where the bubble is released from
the capillary, offers a convenient framework to study the
bounce dynamics [72, 73, 75] of a freely rising bubble at an
air-liquid interface. Finally, the third variant with two bub-
bles is very well suited to study bubble-bubble coalescence.
These experiments are also more amenable to mathemat-
ical modelling due to the additional reflection symmetry
in the physical configuration. The specific protocols cor-
responding to experiments in these different categories are
described in the above references and are discussed to some
extent in Section 4. For illustration, we outline below
a protocol commonly followed for experiments in the first
category.
At the start of a single bubble experiment where the bub-
ble remains attached to the capillary, fluctuations in the size
of the bubble can be detected by monitoring the pressure
inside the bubble. After establishing the size stability of
the bubble, the experiment starts by moving the bubble
at a fixed velocity towards the air-liquid interface from its
initial to its predetermined final position (Fig.1b). In prac-
tice, for keeping the bubble in focus for interferometry mea-
surements, the positioning of the bubble is accomplished
by lowering the air-liquid interface towards the bubble by
mechanically moving the chamber downwards. The final
position of the bubble is usually selected such that it corre-
sponds to the equilibrium position attained by a free bubble
through the balance of buoyancy and capillary forces. The
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top camera records the spatiotemporal evolution of the film
of liquid between the bubble and the air-liquid interface. As
the film drains and its thickness becomes comparable to the
wavelength of light, interference patterns are seen by the
top camera (eg. see Fig.4). Finally, the experiment ends as
the film ruptures and the bubble coalesces at some critical
film thickness. The coalescence time is accurately identi-
fied with the help of a pressure transducer. The details on
analyzing the coalescence times and interference patterns
are provided in the subsequent subsections.
Single drop setups are broadly similar to single bubble se-
tups. Since drops can either be lighter or heavier than the
ambient liquid, single drop setups often have the capability
to orient and move the drop in the direction of its natural
motion (Fig.1c). As with the single bubble setup, there are
three common variants of single bubble setups reported in
the literature. Namely, drop attached to a capillary inter-
acting with a flat liquid-liquid/solid interface [17, 78], drop
released from a capillary interacting with a liquid-liquid/gas
interface [71, 79–82], and drop attached to a capillary in-
teracting with another drop on a capillary [1, 77, 83, 84].
The final drop position for two of these variants is shown
in Fig.1d. The protocols and advantages of the single drop
variants more or less mirror those of single bubble setups
and are discussed in context in Section 5.
3.2. Coalescence time distributions
A major observable from single bubble/drop experiments
is the time it takes for a bubble or a drop to coalesce against
a suitable air/liquid-liquid interface. This quantity is com-
monly referred to as the coalescence time. The coalescence
time of single bubbles and drops is physically correlated
to the stability of foams [8, 9] and emulsions [24], respec-
tively, and provides a convenient way to predict and rank
foam and emulsion stability. Unfortunately, directly us-
ing coalescence times to assess foam or emulsion stability
might not give the intended results due to following three
reasons. Firstly, single bubble/drop coalescence times are
inherently stochastic [8, 85, 86]. Secondly, the presence of
coalescence modifiers such as antifoams or demulsifiers can
lead to very large variations in the measured coalescence
times [9]. Thirdly, coalescence times may have temporal
trends [42, 87]. Hence, rigorously predicting and ranking
foam and emulsion stability from single bubble/drop mea-
surements, requires careful statistical analysis. One such
possibility is the use of coalescence time distributions.
To understand the fundamental concept of coalescence
time distributions and its relation to foam/emulsion life
time, let us analyze single bubble/drop experiments from
a more analytical point of view. For illustrative purposes
we will use a simple emulsion model [88, 89]. Consider
an emulsion as a stack of N0 mono-disperse cubic cells of
Figure 2: Schematic of an emulsion as a stack of mono-disperse cubic
cells that decease in number and increase in size as time passes.
size d0 (Fig. 2). Without changing the volume of the con-
tinuous and disperse phases, let’s assume that coalescence
events take place in such a way that, as time passes, the
emulsion becomes a stack of N(t) < N0 mono-disperse cells
of size d(t) > d0. As coalescence is a random process, it
is reasonable to assume that the lifetime of a specific thin
film separating two cells, τtf , should be inversely propor-
tional to the area of the thin film (A) and the probability
of coalescence per unit area and time (f), i.e.
τtf ≈ 1
Af
, (1)
From Eq. 1, the number of cells must verify
dN(t)
dt
= −fAt(t), (2)
where At(t) is the total surface area. Since we are consid-
ering a cubic cell system, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as
dN(t)
dt
= −3fN(t)d2(t). (3)
As above-mentioned, the volume of the disperse phase is
constant, so that
N(t)d3(t) = k, (4)
being k a constant. Combining Eqs. 3 and 4 and integrat-
ing with respect time, we obtain the following relation (see
Supplementary Materials for details),
1
d20
− 1
d2(t)
= 2ft. (5)
In spite of the simplicity of this model, the linear relation
between 1/d2(t) and t has been experimentally observed
[89]. The foam/emulsion lifetime, τ , can be obtained from
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KS p values
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Figure 3: Comparison of three different probability distributions in capturing the distribution of coalescence times measured in four different
systems: Bubbles in deionized water [87], Antibubbles in a 10% mixture of glycerol in water [86], Silicone oil drops in an aqueous
polymer mixture [24], and Bubbles in lubricants with antifoam [9]. The Kolmogrov-Smirnov (KS) p values are indicated in the legend. (a.)
The two parameter Weibull distribution fit to the experimental data using the Maximum Likelihood Estimaters (MLE) of the scale and shape
parameter. (b.) The one parameter Rayleigh distribution fit to the experimental data using the MLE of the scale parameter. (c.) The one
parameter Villermaux distribution fit to the experimental data using the MLE of the scale parameter. The parameters and R2 values of the
plotted distributions are available in Supplementary Materials.
Eq. 5 by imposing 1/d2(τ) = 0 as,
τ =
1
2d20f
. (6)
As explained in Section 1, bulk foam/emulsion exper-
iments have a high degree of complexity due to many
body interactions, effects of advection, and the presence of
plateau borders. Single bubble/drop experiments simplify
the experimental approach to the problem by allowing for
the systematic measurement of quantities such as the criti-
cal film thickness, drainage rates and the interaction forces.
In addition, the measurement of bulk emulsion/foam sta-
bility is also feasible, since a convenient number of single
bubble/drop experiments allows one to construct a coales-
cence time distribution (Fig.3). This statistical distribution
characterizes the frequency of coalescence events f previ-
ously described and is therefore directly related to the emul-
sion/foam lifetime as shown in Eq.6.
An early use of coalescence time distributions can be
seen in a work by Stanley Mason and co-workers, where
they used a Gaussian distribution to capture the stability
of surfactant-laden bubbles [66]. Since then, a number of
statistical distributions including the Weibull [90], Rayleigh
[8, 9, 85], and custom distributions [87, 91, 92] have been
used to capture life time of bubbles [8, 9, 85, 87, 90–92],
drops [24, 93], and antibubbles [86]. Despite the variety of
distributions reported in the literature, interestingly, most
of the commonly used coalescence time distribution can be
shown to be a form of the Weibull distribution.
The Weibull distribution is a two parameter continuous
distribution of positive random variables that is commonly
used to describe the failure time of physical entities [94].
The distribution has the following cumulative distribution
function,
Pw(t;λ; k) = 1− e−(t/λ)k . (7)
Here t, λ, k are positive quantities, with t denoting the mea-
sured coalescence time, λ dictating the scale of the distri-
bution, and k dictating the shape of the distribution. The
values for λ and k are usually obtained from their max-
imum likelihood estimators (see Supplementary Mate-
rials). Two of the other commonly used distributions,
the Rayleigh distribution and the distribution reported by
Villermaux and coworkers (hereon the Villermaux distri-
bution) are variants of Weibull distribution with different
values for λ and k.
The Rayleigh distribution is obtained by setting λ =
√
2σ
and k = 2. The corresponding cumulative distribution
function becomes,
Pr(t;σ) = 1− e−t2/(2σ2). (8)
Here, σ is the scale parameter of the distribution and is
usually obtained from the maximum likelihood estimation
method (see Supplementary Materials).
The Villermaux distribution is obtained by setting λ = τ0
and k = 4/3. The corresponding cumulative distribution
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function becomes,
Pv(t;σ) = 1− e−(t/τ0)4/3 . (9)
Here, τ0 is the scale parameter of the distribution and is
obtained from physical considerations as
τ0 =
(
4
3
)3/4(
R
lc
)1/2
µlc
σαβ
, (10)
where R is the radius of the bubble, lc is the capillary
length, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the ambient fluid, σαβ
is the surface tension, and  is an ad hoc parameter that
characterizes the bubble rupture efficiency.
In figure 3, we compare the above three probability distri-
butions in describing the distribution of coalescence times
measured in four different systems - bubbles in deionized
water [87], antibubbles in a 10% mixture of glycerol in
water [86], silicone oil drops in an aqueous polymer mix-
ture [24], and bubbles in lubricants with antifoam [9]. The
scale and shape (when applicable) were obtained from the
maximum likelihood estimators, while the mixture ratios
(when applicable) were obtained using the expectation-
maximization algorithm (see Supplementary Materi-
als). The Kolmogrov-Smirnov (KS) p values of the ob-
tained distributions are indicated in the figure legend, while
the parameters and R2 values of the distributions are avail-
able in Supplementary Materials. It is worth noting
that the obtained shape parameter is greater than 1 in all
the cases, which in the context of Weibull distribution phys-
ically implies that coalescence is more likely to happen as
time proceeds.
As expected, we observe that the generic two parame-
ter Weibull distribution best describes all the experimen-
tal data. This observation is supported by the high values
of the KS p metric. Despite the high fit fidelity, the pres-
ence of two parameters leads to practical difficulties such as
ranking the coalescence stability and using the expectation-
maximization algorithm [95] for robustly determining the
different distributions in the experimental data (see Sup-
plementary Materials). The one parameter Rayleigh
distribution is observed to broadly describe all the tested
experiments. This observation is supported by the moder-
ate values of the KS p and R2 metrics. Despite having only
empirical evidence for its suitability [8, 9, 85], the Rayleigh
distribution is a very convenient method for ranking the co-
alescence stability of diverse systems and for robustly repre-
senting the mixture distributions in the experimental data.
The one parameter ( in Eq.10 is a free parameter) Viller-
maux distribution is observed to very accurately describe
the coalescence time distributions involving bubbles, while
it appears to be relatively inaccurate when it comes to an-
tibubbles and drops. This observation is supported by the
high values of the KS p and R2 metrics for bubbles and rela-
tively low values of the same metrics for the other systems.
This is not surprising as the Villermaux distribution was
derived for bubbles based on physical considerations [92],
and is a very convenient choice for describing bubble life-
times and ranking bubble stability. It would be interesting
for future studies to develop distributions utilizing physical
arguments that can capture the experimental trends in an-
tibubbles and drops. Particularly, these new distributions
should be able to physically account for the variance in the
measured coalescence times that appears to scale inversely
with the dispersed phase viscosity.
3.3. Thin film profile reconstruction
Measuring the spatiotemporal evolution of the film thick-
ness is crucial for obtaining mechanistic insights into foam
and emulsion stability. The film thickness data can be read-
ily obtained from single bubble/drop experiments through
the integration of a thin film interferometry apparatus.
Commercial and custom made interferometry appara-
tuses have been widely used in the literature for thin film
thickness measurements. Commercial interferometers re-
ported in the literature include those produced by Filmet-
rics [96, 97], Zygo [98, 99], and Horiba [100], among others.
These interferometers are particularly efficient at high fre-
quency automated thickness measurements at low spatial
resolutions, often restricted to a single point. In many sce-
narios involving foam and emulsion films, it is necessary to
measure the film thickness at both high temporal and spa-
tial resolutions. This has motivated a number of researchers
to perform studies with custom built thin film interferome-
try apparatuses [8, 9, 17, 39, 42, 43, 67, 70, 78, 80, 101–115].
As shown in Fig.1, these custom built interferometers
generally consists of a light source, an optical train, and a
photo-detector. Common light sources include laser based
monochromatic [105, 106, 108, 109], optically filtered LED
based monochromatic [78], and LED or halogen based
broadband sources [8, 9, 17, 42, 43, 67, 110–112, 116]. Com-
mon optical components include a lens assembly usually in
the form of microscope objectives [78, 105, 108] or telecen-
tric lenses [8, 42, 67, 111], and optical filters [67, 78, 80, 116].
Routinely used photo-detectors to image the interferograms
include cine [80], CCD [116], and CMOS [67, 109] cameras.
The obtained interferograms are then decoded to obtain the
underlying film thickness. This is accomplished by utilizing
results from the theory of thin film interference.
The theory of thin film interference was formalized in the
early 19th century by Fresnel, and has since been discussed
by many researchers in the context of measuring the thick-
ness of thin films such as for bubbles [35] and tear films
[117], and for surface profiling [118]. Here we will briefly
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Figure 4: A sequence of interferograms observed over a bubble in a 10 mM CTAB solution and the corresponding physical film thickness profiles
reconstructed utilizing Eq.15 (see Supplementary Materials). The corresponding time stamps are indicated below the interferograms with
t = 0 indicating the time at which the bubble encounters the flat air-water interface. The theoretical color map used for the reconstruction of
the film profiles is shown at the top. Note that in the reconstructed film profiles, the blue and red colors correspond respectively to the minimum
and maximum film thickness for each plot, and that the absolute film thickness can be inferred from the relative position of film profile about
the z axis.
develop two formulations relevant for the custom setups re-
ported in the literature. For this let us consider a beam of
light having intensity I0(λ) and wavelength λ incident on a
thin liquid film of thickness h and refractive index n2. The
film is bounded on top and bottom by media having refrac-
tive indices n1 and n3, respectively. Before proceeding we
will assume that the angle of incidence is small and the film
is non-dispersive and non-absorbing (see Supplementary
Materials for complete derivations).
Two reflections
In the first formulation, considering the first two reflec-
tions and neglecting contributions from higher order reflec-
tions, we obtain [116, 119],
I(λ, h)
I0(λ)
= R1 +R2(1−R1)2 + 2
√
R1R2(1−R1)2 cos (φ) ,
(11)
φ =
4pin2h
λ
+ pi(1(n2 > n1)) + pi(1(n3 > n2)). (12)
Here, φ is the phase difference between the interfering re-
flected beams and 1 is the indicator function that captures
the phase shift of pi radians that occurs when light reflects
off a medium with a higher refractive index. R1 and R2 are
the power (intensity) reflectivity coefficients obtained from
the Fresnel equations evaluated for normal incidence, and
are given by,
R1 = r12 = (−r21)2 =
(
n1 − n2
n1 + n2
)2
, (13)
R2 = r23 = (−r32)2 =
(
n2 − n3
n2 + n3
)2
, (14)
where rxy are the Fresnel amplitude reflectivity coefficients.
Finally, the intensity perceived by the ith channel of a
pixel P in a camera as a function of the film thickness can
be computed as,
Pi(h) =
∫ λf
λ0
I(λ, h)Ir(λ)Si(λ)dλ. (15)
Here, Ir(λ) is the spectral response of the optical compo-
nents in the system and Si(λ) is the spectral sensitivity of
the ith channel of a pixel. λ0 and λf are the lowest and
the largest wavelengths with non-zero intensities that con-
tribute to the signal in the photo-detector.
Utilizing Eq.15, we can invert the interferograms to re-
cover the thickness of the thin film. For example, Figure 4
shows the reconstructed film thickness profiles using Eq.15
from interferograms obtained over a bubble in a 10 mM
CTAB solution. The reconstruction procedure involving
correlating the colors in the color map (Fig.4 inset) to the
colors in the interferogram is detailed in Frostad et al.[67].
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Infinite reflections
In the second formulation, considering all the reflected
waves, we obtain,
I(λ, h)
I0(λ)
= 1− (1− r
2
12)(1− r223)
(1− r23r21)2 + 4r23r21 sin2 β
. (16)
Introducing,
∆(λ) =
I(λ, h)− Imin(λ)
Imax(λ)− Imin(λ) ,
we obtain the following expression for the film thickness
[35, 120],
h =
λ
2pin2
(
lpi ± arcsin
√
∆(1− r23r21)2
(1− r23r21)2 + 4r23r21(1−∆)
)
.
(17)
Here, β = 2pin2h/λ and l is a whole number that denotes
the order of interference. The common protocols for deter-
mining l as well as the details related to using Eq. 17 to
recover film thickness profiles are available in the literature
[76, 101, 105, 120].
Eq.17 is a convenient choice when experiments are per-
formed using monochromatic light sources in situations
where the order of interference (l) can be easily inferred.
On the other hand, when broadband light sources are used
or when it is difficult to determine l (eg. for films that
do not thin below a few hundred nanometers), Eq.15 is a
convenient choice. Note that the truncation error in us-
ing Eq.15 is O(r8xy), which in almost all practical cases is
negligible (see Supplementary Materials).
We will conclude this section by touching upon tech-
niques apart from traditional interferometry that have been
used to measure the spatiotemporal profiles of thin liquid
films. Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) is a com-
mon technique used to visualize liquid films [82, 121, 122],
and is particularly well suited to study thick (sub-millimeter
scale) films. Hyperspectral interferometry is a technique in
development that has improved robustness against imaging
noise [123]. Digitally holography is a promising technique
that has recently been employed visualize bubbles [124].
The large measurement range and high spatiotemporal res-
olution of digital holography could make this the technique
of choice for future studies involving thin films.
3.4. Interfacial rheological properties
The stability of foams and emulsions is significantly in-
fluenced by the rheological properties at the fluid-fluid in-
terface [1, 42, 43, 54, 125–132]. These so-called “complex”
or “non-Newtonian” interfaces arise due to the presence of
adsorbed surface active species, which can laterally interact
and form microscopic networks that allow the interface to
support both shear and normal stresses [54, 57, 97, 133].
Unlike simple interfaces, these stresses can occur in the ab-
sence of a finite curvature or gradients in surface tension
[54].
Complex interfaces exhibit a viscoelastic response to sur-
face deformations. In other words, the resulting stress ex-
hibits both a strain-dependent (elastic) and a strain rate-
dependent (viscous) response [50, 54, 129, 133–135]. Non-
Newtonian interfaces are thus described via rheological
constitutive equations that take into account the time-,
position-, and velocity-dependent nature of their viscoelas-
tic properties [50, 54, 129, 133–135].
For a general viscoelastic liquid interface, total interfacial
stress tensor σ can be expressed as [97, 130],
σ = σαβ(Γ)Is + σe. (18)
Here, σαβ(Γ) is the static equilibrium value of the interfa-
cial tension between phases α and β as a function of surface
species concentration (Γ) and Is is the second order surface
identity tensor. The interfacial tension is a scalar thermo-
dynamic quantity that provides a measure of the work re-
quired to increase the surface area of an interface [136, 137].
σe is the extra rheological stress arising from viscous and
elastic deformations. This stress is represented as a rank-2
tensor that describes how in-plane stresses propagate along
each of the interfacial coordinate directions. In its most
general form, this tensor is non-isotropic [128, 129, 135].
The remainder of this article will focus on displacements
and stresses that exist purely in the tangential direction;
for a discussion on bending and normal stresses, the reader
is directed to references [138–143].
A general viscoelastic interface will have both a viscous
and an elastic contribution to the extra stress, thus re-
quiring an appropriate viscoelastic model to capture the
combined contribution of viscous and elastic deformations.
Depending on the nature of the interface and the deforma-
tion, a number of relations are available in the literature for
calculating the extra rheological stresses. For example, for
a purely viscous Newtonian interface, σe can be obtained
from the Boussinesq-Scriven equation as [57, 144]
,σe = [(ks − ηs)∇s · vs] Is + 2ηsDs, (19)
where ∇s is the surface gradient operator, vs is the surface
velocity vector, and Ds is the surface rate of deformation
tensor, equal to 12
(
∇svs + (∇svs)T
)
. Eq. 19 shows that
σe depends on two material properties, namely the surface
dilatational viscosity (ks) and the surface shear viscosity
(ηs). Much like their bulk fluid counterparts, complex in-
terfaces can support stresses when subject to shearing de-
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formations and are similarly characterized by a shear viscos-
ity [54, 57]. However, unlike bulk liquids, which behave as
incompressible fluids in normal operating conditions, fluid-
fluid interfaces are able to change their surface area when
subject to dilatational or compressional deformations, and
subsequently are also characterized by an interfacial dilata-
tional viscosity [54, 57].
For a purely elastic interface undergoing small deforma-
tions, σe can be obtained from infinitesimal strain theory
as follows [130]
,σe = [(Ks −Gs)∇s · us] Is + 2GsUs, (20)
where us is the surface displacement vector and Us is the
surface deformation tensor, equal to 12
(
∇sus + (∇sus)T
)
.
Analogous to the viscous contribution, σe is a function of
the surface dilatational modulus (Ks) and the surface shear
modulus (Gs). Alternatively, for larger deformations, the
Neo-Hookean model for an elastic interface can be used
[130, 145].
In this section, we will discuss how single bubble/drop
setups can also be used as a convenient platform with little
modification to measure the static interfacial stress and the
surface dilatational properties.
3.4.1. Static and Dynamic Interfacial Stress
Pendant drop tensiometry
Pendant drop tensiometry is a common and robust tech-
nique for measuring the interfacial stress of liquid-liquid
and liquid-air interfaces [50, 146]. In this method a pendant
drop is formed on a capillary and its shape is iteratively fit
to the theoretical shape obtained from the interfacial stress
balance [50, 146].
For simple interfaces, the static and dynamic interfa-
cial stress is solely determined by the interfacial tension,
σαβ(Γ), which is constant and isotropic along the dropâĂŹs
surface [54, 136, 137, 147]. A convenient way to measure
σαβ(Γ) is through the so called Axisymmetric Drop Shape
Analysis (ADSA) method, whereby the interfacial tension
is obtained by analyzing the shape of a stationary pendant
drop in a gravitational field [50, 129, 146]. The shape of the
axisymmetric drop is set by a balance between gravitational
deformation and surface tension restoration, represented
by the dimensionless Bond number, Bo = ∆ρgR2a/σαβ(Γ)
[50, 129, 146]. Here, ∆ρ is the difference in density between
the drop and the bulk, g is the gravitational acceleration,
and Ra is the radius of curvature at the drop apex.
An axisymmetric pendant drop is depicted in Figure 5.
Any point xs at the surface of the drop can be described
by a cylindrical coordinate system (r − z − φ) (Fig.5a).
This coordinate system can be projected onto the s − φ
frame, where s is equal to the arc length measured from
z = 0 and φ is the azimuthal angle (Fig.5b) [129, 135]. In
this coordinate system, s and φ are both locally tangent
to xs and are related to the cylindrical coordinates via the
following transformations,
dr
ds
= cos θ, (21)
dz
ds
= sin θ, (22)
where θ is the meniscus slope angle (i.e. the angle formed
between the horizontal plane and the drop interface).
This coordinate transformation allows for a facilitated
determination of the drop shape and is particularly advan-
tageous for the computation of the interfacial stress tensor
for non-isotropic complex interfaces, as outlined at the end
of the section [129].
Using the coordinate transformations in Eqs. 21 and 22,
the isotropic value for the interfacial tension of an axisym-
metric pendant drop or bubble is prescribed by the interfa-
cial normal stress balance [50, 146, 148],
σαβ(Γ)
(
dθ
ds
+
sin θ
r
)
= ∆Pa −∆ρgz. (23)
Eqs. 21 – 23 comprise a system of ordinary differential
equations in curvilinear co-ordinates subject to the bound-
ary condition,
r = 0, z = 0, θ = 0 at s = 0. (24)
Eq. 23 is the Young-Laplace equation, which relates the
pressure jump across the interface, ∆Pa − ∆ρgz, to the
local principal meridional and parallel curvatures, dθds and
sin θ
r (see Figure 5c). The pressure jump at any point along
the interface can be obtained by adding the hydrostatic
pressure contribution, ∆ρgz (where z = 0 corresponds to
the position of the drop apex), to the pressure jump at
the drop’s apex, ∆Pa (determined via symmetry) [50, 146].
The sign of the gravitational term depends on whether the
drop is buoyant or pendant.
Eqs. 21 – 23 are iteratively solved numerically for dif-
ferent values of σαβ(Γ) until the solution converges to
the experimentally obtained drop profile [50, 146]. The
accuracy of the obtained surface tension scales inversely
with the square of the Worthington number, defined as
Wo = BoVd/(2piaR
2
a), where Vd is the volume of the drop
and a is the radius of the capillary [50].
Despite being the most accurate way to recover σαβ(Γ)
from pendant drop images, numerically solving Eqs. 21 –
23 is computationally intensive and time consuming. Al-
ternatively, the method of the plane of inflection or the
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Figure 5: Schematic of an axisymmetric pendant drop suspended from a capillary with radius a. (a.) A point on the surface of the drop, xs,
can be uniquely described using a cylindrical coordinate system (r − z − φ). ds and de denote diameters (only half extend is shown) used in the
method of the selected plane to calculate σαβ . (b.) The coordinate system is projected onto the s− φ frame, where s is the arc length measured
from z = 0 and φ is the azimuthal angle. θ is the angle formed between s and the horizontal plane, such that pi/2 − θ is the angle between the
horizontal plane and the surface unit normal nˆ. Ra is the radius of curvature at the drop apex. (c.) The principal curvatures dθds and
sin θ
r
are
locally tangent to the s- and φ-coordinates, respectively.
method of the selected plane may be used to determine
the surface tension from pendant drop images [149]. The
method of the selected plane is the more accurate method
among the two, and involves recasting the bond number
as Bode = ∆ρgd2e/σαβ(Γ) and using the numerically tabu-
lated values of Bode as function of the drop shape param-
eter S = ds/de to recover σαβ(Γ) [149–151]. Here, de is
the equatorial diameter of the drop and ds is the drop di-
ameter at a height of de, both which are easily obtained
through image processing (Fig. 5a). Additional details of
the axisymmetric drop shape analysis, including a histori-
cal perspective and a discussion of variants of the technique
such as the compound pendant drop technique [152], are
available in Berry et al. [50].
Although complex interfaces are described by a position-
dependent interfacial stress tensor σ, there are cases where
σ reduces to a constant scalar value, rendering traditional
shape-fitting methods valid for the interfacial energy cal-
culation. This can be achieved in complex interfaces if the
interface remains undeformed so that deviatoric viscoelas-
tic stresses are not present. Thus, in the absence of any
surface deformations, the surface stress (Eq.18) on a stress-
relaxed viscoelastic interface is isotropic and constant along
the drop surface, and Eqs. 21 – 24 can be used. The va-
lidity of the ADSA method for complex interfaces can be
verified by plotting the local mean curvature of the surface
as a function of the height along the drop; if the slope is
constant, then the interfacial stress is prescribed by a con-
stant scalar [129]. However, if a viscoelastic interface is
deformed sufficiently, it will exhibit stress anisotropy. In
such cases, Eq. 23 does not accurately describe the inter-
face, and instead needs to be modified to account for the
spatial and directional dependence of the surface stress.
Danov and coworkers developed a method known as Cap-
illary Meniscus Dynamometry (CMD), whereby the compo-
nents of the anisotropic interfacial stress tensor are deter-
mined for axisymmetric drops/bubbles [135]. Once again,
the interfacial stress balances is simplified by projecting the
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Figure 6: A buoyant bubble in a 0.005 wt% aqueous HFBII solution
is allowed to age for 320 s and then compressed in a step-wise fashion.
The Laplace pressure at the drop apex and the bubble shape are used
to determine the anisotropic components of the surface stress, σs and
σφ. These are plotted against the vertical coordinate z measured from
the drop apex at a time of 420 s after bubble formation. Regions where
σs adopts negative values correspond to the appearance of wrinkles
along the bubble surface. Results reproduced from Danov et al. [135].
coordinate system onto the s− φ frame. Since the s and φ
coordinates are locally tangent to the principal curvatures,
the interfacial stress tensor σ can be diagonalized and its
deviatoric components expressed in terms of a pair of prin-
cipal stresses as, σ = σseˆseˆs + σφeˆφeˆφ, where eˆs and eˆφ
are the unit vectors [129, 135].
In the CMD method, the interface is split into small do-
mains and the normal and tangential stress balances are
applied locally [135]
σs
dθ
ds
+ σφ
sin θ
r
= ∆Pa −∆ρgz, (25)
σφ =
d (rσs)
dr
. (26)
The Laplace pressure at the apex, ∆Pa, and the interface
position are required as input parameters and can be de-
termined from experimental measurements. This method
was further developed by Nagel et al., who wrote a set of
MATLAB routines that are available online under an open-
source license [129].
Figure 6 reproduces results obtained by Danov et al. for
a buoyant bubble in a 0.005 wt% aqueous solution of the
protein hydrophobin HFBII [135]. The bubble was allowed
to age for 320 s and the Laplace pressure at the drop apex
was measured as the bubble volume was reduced in a step-
wise fashion. Upon compression, the bubble shape starts to
deviate from the Young-Laplace equation. The two compo-
nents of the interfacial stress, σs and σφ, are plotted against
the vertical coordinate z measured from the drop apex. Sig-
nificant stress anisotropy is evidenced by the variation of σs
and σφ along the height of the bubble. The region where
σs adopts negative values corresponds to the appearance of
wrinkles along the bubble surface.
In many applications, such as for characterizing protein
absorption [43] and foam generation [153], it is important to
measure the dynamic value of surface stress. The axisym-
metric drop shape analysis is convenient for this purpose,
when the dynamic change of surface stress is slow (in the
order of a few seconds) compared to time required to form a
pendant drop and measure the stress. This is often the case
when changes in the interfacial tension are brought about
by the adsorption and rearrangement of large molecules at
the interface [43, 128, 131]. On the other hand, when the
change in interfacial tension is fast (on the order of millisec-
onds), such as with small molecule surfactants, it is neces-
sary to resort to other techniques to measure the dynamic
surface stress.
Maximum bubble pressure method
The maximum bubble pressure method is an appropri-
ate technique for high frequency surface stress measure-
ments [153–155] and can be conveniently performed in sin-
gle bubble/drop setups. The method involves bubbling a
fluid through a capillary and measuring the pressure as a
function of the bubbling frequency. The capillary pres-
sure reaches a maximum when the radius of curvature of
the bubble/drop equals the radius of the capillary. Utiliz-
ing this information, an isotropic surface stress is recovered
from the simplified Young-Laplace equation as below,
σαβ(Γ(tmax)) =
aPcmax
2
fc (27)
Here, a is the radius of the capillary, fc is a shape correc-
tion factor that accounts for any deviation of the bubble
from a spherical shape, Pcmax is the maximum capillary
pressure and tmax is the time taken for attaining Pcmax af-
ter forming a new bubble/drop (equivalently after releasing
a bubble/drop). Pcmax is obtained by subtracting the hy-
drostatic pressure (Ph) and the excess dynamic pressure Pd
from the pressure Pt measured by the pressure transducer,
i.e Pcmax = Pt − Ph − Pd. To obtain the surface stress as
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a function of the interface age, tmax is varied by changing
the bubbling frequency. Additional details about the tech-
nique including the calculation of fc and Pd, considerations
for very high frequency measurements, and the dilatational
contributions to the measured surface stress are available
in Fainerman et al. [154].
Microscopic drops
“Microtensiometers” are commonly used to measure the
dynamic interfacial stress of microscopic spherical drops
with radii of curvature on the order of 10 − 100 µm
[131, 132, 156–160]. Being able to measure the dynamic
interfacial stress of micron-scale systems provides a great
advantage to the study of foams and emulsions, since the
characteristic sizes of these systems typically range on the
order of 10− 100 µm [128].
In these devices, a small spherical drop or bubble with
Bo 0.01 is created at the tip of a capillary, which is itself
connected to a pressure transducer [131, 156, 157]. Fluid is
delivered to the tip of the capillary to create a drop/bubble,
which is imaged using a magnified objective connected to
either a regular or a high speed camera. The volume of the
drop or bubble is controlled either directly, using a syringe
pump, or indirectly, by adjusting the internal pressure of
the drop/bubble via an external pressure head [131, 156,
160–162].
The dynamic surface tension for a simple interface
σαβ(Γ(t)) can be determined from direct measurements of
the pressure jump across the interface and the radius of the
drop/bubble [131, 156, 157]. Since Bo  0.01, the hydro-
static pressure contribution can be neglected and Eq. 23
can be simplified to obtain the Young-Laplace equation for
a spherical interface with a radius of curvature equal to Ra:
∆Pa =
2σαβ(Γ(t))
Ra
. (28)
This same technique can also be used to determine the
isotropic dynamic interfacial stress of a static, undeformed
complex interface.
Microtensiometry presents an advantage over other
macroscopic techniques, which employ drops with radii of
curvature on the order of millimeters, due to the faster ad-
sorption times [157]. The use of micron-scale drops and
bubbles not only requires smaller solution volumes than
traditional methods, but also reduces the time required for
an interface to reach its equilibrium configuration by almost
an order of magnitude because the time scale for molecu-
lar diffusion is dependent on the radius of curvature of the
interface, and is thus smaller for a convex curved interface
compared to its planar counterpart [130, 157].
As reported by Alvarez et al., the dynamic interfacial
tension of large macromolecules (such as proteins and poly-
mers) can be determined on the order of minutes or hours
rather than days, as required with pendant drop tensiom-
etry [131, 157]. Furthermore, due to the smallness of the
drops, high speed cameras with narrow fields of view can
be used at frame rates upwards of 10,000 frames/s, which
also allows this technique to be used to accurately study
the adsorption dynamics of smaller molecules [156].
Microtensiometry also allows the user to determine
whether the transport dynamics are governed by species
diffusion or adsorption kinetics [131, 157, 163]. Surfactant
transport to an initially clean interface is governed by three
simultaneous transport processes: (1) diffusion of surfac-
tant dissolved in the bulk towards the fluid/fluid interface,
(2) adsorption/desorption at the interface due to entropic
effects, and (3) reorientation and reconfiguration of the ad-
sorbed surfactant due to enthalpic effects [131, 157]. Since
diffusion is a function of the interfacial curvature, the de-
pendence of the dynamic interfacial stress on the drop ra-
dius can be used to elucidate whether, at a particular bulk
concentration and size, the transport dynamics diffusion
limited [157].
Microfluidic methods, which require the use of a convec-
tive bulk flow, have also been developed to measure inter-
facial stress at micron-scale interfaces. Additional details
on this technique can be found in references [164, 165].
3.4.2. Dilatational rheology
The dilatational rheology of complex fluid-fluid interfaces
is correlated to the stability and lifetime of foams and emul-
sions [131]. Understanding how complex fluid-fluid inter-
faces respond to area-changing deformations can also pro-
vide further insight to processes involving droplet break-up,
nucleation, and coalescence. Dilatational deformations can
be achieved using the drop/bubble setups outlined in the
previous section. By changing the internal volume of a drop
or bubble, the interface can be compressed or dilated either
in a single step-wise manner or in a continuous oscillatory
fashion.
Step-strain
During a step-strain measurement, a pendant bubble
or drop is rapidly compressed/expanded by withdraw-
ing/infusing fluid from it using a syringe pump [129, 134,
135]. This technique can be carried out with spherical or
non-spherical geometries, and requires the use of the pen-
dant bubble/drop setup for complex interfaces described in
Section 3.4.1. Changes in the interfacial stress and drop
geometry are measured as the drop/bubble is allowed to
relax back to an equilibrium configuration [129, 134, 135].
Thus, step-strain experiments can be carried out using large
areal strain deformations within the non-linear regime that
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Figure 7: Top: Compressional step-strain relaxation profiles for a pendant water drop suspended in a 1 mg/mL asphaltene in toluene solution
(a.) or a 1 mg/mL asphaltene + 2 % polymer in toluene solution (b.). The drops are aged for 60 min and compressed at a flow rate of 0.1 µL/s.
Snapshots are shown at 0, 100, and 200 s after stress relaxation begins (scale bar = 0.5 mm). Asphaltene-only interfaces show a time-dependent
pressure relaxation but no shape change upon compression, whereas the polymer-laden system shows both a shape and a pressure relaxation.
Results reproduced from Rodriguez-Hakim et al. [128]. Bottom: Surface area and Laplace pressure during small amplitude oscillations of a
spherical drop of pure water (c.) and a drop of aqueous 0.1 mM CTAB solution (d.) in hexane (frequency = 10 Hz). The in-phase component
of the oscillations is used to calculate the storage elastic modulus, E′, for different water and CTAB interfaces. (e.) Water-hexane interfaces
are non-viscoelastic (phase shift = pi and E′ = 0) and CTAB-hexane interfaces exhibit a predominant elastic response (phase shift < pi/2).
Results reproduced from Javadi et al. [156].
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improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the pressure transducer
output and decrease the relative error in the drop area
change calculations [129].
Step-strain experiments consist of three steps: interface
aging, step-strain compression/expansion, and stress relax-
ation [128]. During the first step, a syringe pump is used
to form a drop/bubble at the tip of a capillary, which
is submerged in the bulk fluid. The initial drop/bubble
shape can either be spherical [42, 125, 128] or non-spherical
[129, 135, 166]. Spherical geometries are preferred when dif-
ferent compositions and interfacial tensions are being com-
pared, as it is important to maintain a constant initial vol-
ume and surface area for all systems since experiments are
often conducted within the nonlinear viscoelastic regime
[128].
Once the drop is formed, the system is allowed to age
for the desired aging time. After aging is complete, a step-
strain compression/expansion is applied to the drop by us-
ing a syringe pump to withdraw/inject fluid until the final
volume is reached. The applied flow rate can be thought
of as analogous to a strain rate. Thus, step-strain experi-
ments can be conducted by varying the interface aging time
and/or the compressional strain rate [128]. Once the drop
reaches its final volume, it is allowed to relax back to an
equilibrium shape and pressure. A time-dependent com-
pressional relaxation modulus is calculated during this step
[42, 125, 128].
Since step-strain dilatational rheology allows the use of
non-spherical geometries, the measured interfacial stress
can adopt a non-isotropic form as outlined in Section 3.4.
Depending on whether the measured stress is a scalar or
a tensor, a time-dependent scalar or tensorial dilatational
modulus can then calculated from the drop’s surface area,
radius, and the Laplace pressure jump across the apex, as
follows [42, 125, 128],
E(t) =
∆σ(t)
∆A/Ai
=
σi − σ(t)
(Ai −A(t))/Ai . (29)
Here, σi and Ai are the interfacial stress tensor and surface
area before the step-strain deformation, and σ(t) and A(t)
are the time-dependent values during relaxation.
Fig. 7(a-b) shows an example of different stress relax-
ation profiles that can be obtained with different complex
interfaces, reproduced from Rodriguez-Hakim et al. [128].
In this example, the drop phase is composed of DI water and
the bulk phase is a 1 mg/mL asphaltene in toluene solution
without (Fig. 7a) or with (Fig. 7b) the addition of a surface
active co-polymer at 2 wt%. The results shown correspond
to an interface aging time of 60 min and a compressional
flow rate of 0.1 µL/s. The plots show the time evolution
of the surface area A, apical Laplace pressure jump ∆Pa,
and apical compressional modulus Ec during the relaxation
step. Asphaltene-only interfaces show a time-dependent
pressure relaxation but no shape change upon compression,
whereas the polymer-laden system shows both a shape and
a pressure relaxation. To simplify the analysis, the spatial
dependence of the modulus was removed by only calculat-
ing the modulus value at the drop apex, where spherical
symmetry holds and the elastic stresses are locally isotropic
(i.e. σs = σφ, as seen in Fig. 6) [128, 129, 135].
Despite the differences in the temporal behavior of E(t),
two important parameters can be extracted from the curves:
the initial compressional relaxation modulus Ec(t = 0) and
the static (or equilibrium) compressional relaxation mod-
ulus, Ec(t → ∞) [42, 125, 128]. Ec(t = 0) represents the
accumulation of elastic energy at the onset of compression
[42, 125, 128] and Ec(t → ∞) is the long-time equilibrium
value of the surface elastic energy. Physically, it repre-
sents the degree of irreversibility of the film, or its solid-
like character [42]. The lower Ec(t→∞) is, the better the
interface is at dissipating the accumulated elastic energy
[42, 125, 128]. If Ec(t → ∞) is finite, as in Fig. 7a, the
adsorbed species is irreversibly adsorbed onto the interface,
forming a highly solid network that is associated with the
long-term stability of emulsions.
Oscillatory
In oscillatory dilatational rheology, a sinusoidal change
in the bubble/drop’s surface area [156] or pressure [160] is
imposed via the injection and withdrawal of fluid. This
technique requires the use of spherical drops or bubbles
and is carried out using the microtensiometer setup out-
lined in Section 3.4.1 or similar capillary pressure ten-
siometers [156, 157, 160–162]. The drop/bubble is formed
and remains undisturbed until adsorption equilibrium is es-
tablished at the fluid/fluid interface [156]. The interface
is subjected to infinitesimal strain amplitudes, where the
change in surface area, ∆A . 10 % [156]. This is partic-
ularly important for complex interfaces in order to ensure
that a spherical geometry is maintained at all times. A
pressure transducer is coupled to the capillary setup that
allows for a simultaneous measurement of the surface area
and internal pressure of the drop [131, 156, 157, 163]. Mea-
surement of the drop/bubble radius and internal pressure
are sufficient to calculate the oscillatory dilatational moduli
[131, 156, 157, 163].
The dilatational modulus of an oscillating drop/bubble
exhibits two contributions: an elastic part that represents
the recoverable, or stored, energy of the interface (captured
by the surface storage modulus, E′) and a viscous part that
represents the dissipated energy (captured by the surface
dilatational loss modulus, E′′) [131, 156, 163, 167]. E′ and
E′′ correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the com-
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plex surface dilatational modulus, E∗, where E∗ = E′+iE′′
[131, 156, 163, 167]. The moduli values are functions of the
oscillation frequency ω; thus,
E∗(ω) =
∆σ
∆A/A(t = 0)
eiΦ(ω), (30)
E′(ω) =
∆σ
∆A/A(t = 0)
cos Φ, (31)
E′′(ω) =
∆σ
∆A/A(t = 0)
sin Φ, (32)
where Φ is the phase angle difference between the applied
strain and the measured stress, A(t = 0) is the reference
(initial) surface area, ∆A is the amplitude of the surface
area strain, and ∆σ is the amplitude of the interfacial stress
change [131, 163, 167]. Since the drops remain spherical at
all times for small strain deformations, the interfacial stress
remains isotropic even for complex interfaces (recall that
for drops/bubbles with isotropic stress distributions, σ can
be expressed as σ = σIs). Thus, for a constant radius of
curvature, negligible gravitational effects (i.e Bo ≤ 0.01),
and a spatially constant interfacial stress, the expression
for σ is given by Eq. 28, where σ = PaRa/2.
Fig. 7(c-e) reproduces results obtained by Javadi et al.
for simple and complex interfaces [156]. Parts (c-d) of the
figure show plots of the Laplace pressure jump ∆Pa and the
surface area A during oscillatory dilatational experiments
with spherical drops composed of either pure water or a
0.1 mM aqueous CTAB solution, respectively, in contact
with a bulk hexane phase. This data can be used to com-
pute the surface storage and loss moduli, E′ and E′′, using
Eqs. 28, 31, and 32. E′ is plotted in Fig. 7e for different
drop and bulk compositions. The surface area and pres-
sure oscillations in Fig. 7c for a pure water drop in hexane
are completely out of phase (i.e a phase shift of pi), since
the water-hexane interface is simple and non-viscoelastic.
As seen in Fig. 7e, simple interfaces such as water-hexane
and water-air have moduli of zero. When CTAB adsorbs
onto the water-hexane interface, it renders the interface vis-
coelastic (Fig. 7(d-e)). Since the oscillations in A and ∆Pa
are almost in phase, the interface has a predominant elastic
character. Analogous results are seen for CTAB-air inter-
faces.
Due to geometric constraints, small amplitude oscillatory
interfacial dilatational rheology is capable of determining
the interfacial dilatational moduli for both simple and com-
plex interfaces. It is also possible to conduct a frequency
sweep by varying the oscillation frequency ω in order to
see where the crossover between an elastic-dominated and
a viscous-dominated response occurs [131, 167].
This method has several limitations. Infinitesimal area
strains are required, which may make it difficult to obtain
accurate pressure readings from the transducer [130]. Gas
compressibility effects can also introduce spurious phase dif-
ferences between the applied strain and the measured stress
[68]. Further, it is required that the pressure, stress, and
area oscillations remain sinusoidal at all times, where the ef-
fect of higher order harmonics is mitigated [130, 131]. The
magnitude of higher harmonics can be determined via a
Fourier analysis of the oscillatory radius and pressure data
[131, 168]. Kotula et al. specify an acceptable experimen-
tal criterion where the harmonic ratio (i.e the ratio of the
second vs the first order harmonics) should be less than 0.1
[131].
In addition, the interfacial stress is computed using the
Young-Laplace equation for a static interface, so it is as-
sumed that the shape of the drop is in equilibrium at all
times. This requires a slow, quasi-steady change in the
drop shape, such that the capillary and Reynolds numbers
are small [130, 131]. The capillary number, Ca, measures
the relative contribution of viscous stresses arising from in-
terfacial motion (where the drop/bubble apex translates a
vertical distance ∆d during the period of an oscillation)
versus dilatational stresses [131]. The Reynolds number,
Re, prescribes the relative importance between inertial and
viscous stresses, where significant fluid inertia can cause ad-
ditional pressure jumps across the interface [131]. The op-
erating dimensionless parameters for oscillatory interfacial
dilatational rheology are summarized below, and a further
discussion of the operating ranges can be found in Kotula
et al. [131]
Bo =
∆ρgR2a
σ
≤ 10−2, (33)
Ca =
µω∆d
σ
≤ 10−6, (34)
Re =
ρωRa∆d
µ
≤ 10−1. (35)
4. Foam stability
In this section we will discuss the recent developments
in bubble and foam stability science facilitated by single
bubble methods.
4.1. Foam Density
Foam density, also referred to as the liquid fraction
[3, 169], foam wetness [170], or quality, [171] is a measure of
the amount of liquid entrained in the foam [67]. Foam den-
sity is an important characteristic that has consequences
for many industries such as food [6], froth flotation and ex-
traction [171, 172], and the lubricant industry [173]. Tra-
ditionally, mechanistic studies on foam density are usually
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Figure 8: Insights into foam stability from single bubble measurements. (a.) Demonstration of the positive correlation between bulk foam density
and initial mean film thickness obtained from single bubble experiments as a function of surfactant concentration. Solid lines correspond to foam
density measured from a foam rise test immediately after cutting of air injection, while the dashed lines correspond to the mean film thickness
measured from single bubble experiments immediately after the bubble comes to rest at the air-liquid interface. Data obtained from Frostad et
al. [67]. (b.) Evolution of the mean film thickness, h¯ = (piR20)
−1 ∫∫ h(r, θ)rdrdθ (see Fig. 1 for definition of the variables). The Triton and
CTAB data are reproduced from Frostad et al. [67], while the Group I lubricant and silicone oil mixture data are reproduced from Suja et al. [8].
(c.) Coalescence time distributions showing bubble stability in different systems. 10% Toluene in 50 cSt silicone oil (open), 10% Toluene
in 50 cSt silicone oil (closed), 0.5% 2 cSt in 50 cSt silicone oil (open), 0.5% 2 cSt in 50 cSt silicone oil (closed), 10 µm filtered lubricant,
1 µm filtered lubricant. The silicone data is reproduced from Suja et al. [69], while the lubricant data is reproduced from Suja et al. [9]. The
silicone data shows the influence of the radial direction of Marangoni stresses on bubble stability, while the lubricant data shows the effect of the
pore size of filters on bubble stability in filtered lubricants with antifoams.
performed using bulk foam tests such as the foam rise test
[172, 173]. Recently, Frostad et al. [67] have shown that
single bubble experiments are a convenient platform to ob-
tain mechanistic insights into foam density by establishing a
correlation between the mean film thickness measured from
single bubble experiments and the foam density measured
from bulk foam experiments (Fig. 8a). Subsequently, the
same technique has been used by a number of researchers
to probe the effects of interfacial properties on foam density
[43, 126].
We will discuss two notable developments. Firstly, ex-
periments by Frostad et al. [67] have revealed the nuances
in the role of Marangoni stresses in controlling foam density
across different types of surfactants. As seen in (Fig. 8a),
at about 2 mM concentration, the foam density in solutions
with the surfactant CTAB crosses over the foam density of
solutions with the surfactant Triton. This is very surprising
as the surface tension of Triton is always lower than CTAB
at a similar concentration. A closer look at the evolution of
the mean film thickness measured over single bubbles shows
that despite trapping a thicker film as expected, bubbles in
Triton solutions drain faster than in SDS solutions (Fig.8
b). Even though the precise reason for this behavior is
unknown, the relatively enhanced terminal drainage of Tri-
ton explains its lower foam density despite being capable
of trapping a thicker film by generating larger Marangoni
stresses. Secondly, experiments by Lin et al. [126] and
Kannan et al. [43] have presented a better understanding
of the role of interfacial shear elasticity on the entrained
film volume. There exist contradicting conclusions on the
effects of interfacial elasticity, with some studies correlat-
ing higher interfacial shear elasticity with higher entrained
film volume while others finding no such correlation [126].
A resolution to these contradictions was presented by Kan-
nan et al. [43] by arguing that film drainage rates saturate
above some critical value of the elastic modulus and that
differences in film drainage can be perceived at lower val-
ues of the elastic modulus. Similar effects were reported
for the film drainage as a function of interfacial viscosity of
Newtonian interfaces. For films draining over solid domes,
Bhamla et al. [174] observed an almost 100% reduction in
the drainage rate for a 10-fold increase in the Boussinesq
number from a value of 1 (non-dimensional number pro-
portional to the interfacial viscosity), while no significant
changes in drainage were observed for a further increase
in the Boussinesq number beyond a value of 10. Both the
above observations are most likely a result of the interface
behaving as a no-slip surface above sufficiently high values
of the interfacial modulus.
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4.2. Coalescence time distributions
As single bubble coalescence times are inherently stochas-
tic, quantifying and comparing bubble coalescence times to
bulk foam stability requires the use of appropriate statis-
tical tools [85, 90, 92]. One such tool is the coalescence
time distribution (see Fig. 8c and Section 3.2). Notable
developments in this area are mentioned below.
Firstly, recent results have shown that coalescence time
distributions can be conveniently used to rank non-aqueous
foam stability [8]. This is accomplished by constructing
a series of distributions (eg. see coalescence times fit to
Rayleigh distributions for silicone oil mixtures in Fig.8c),
and inferring the relative position of the distributions. The
farther right the distribution falls along the time axis, the
more stable are the bubbles and consequently the more sta-
ble is the foam. The rationale for the varying foam stability
in the silicone mixtures observed in Fig.8c is discussed in
Section 4.3.
Secondly, coalescence time distributions have been shown
to be sensitive to the presence of antifoams [9]. Coalescence
times of naturally rupturing (without antifoams) bubbles
are known to described by a single Weibull type distribu-
tion. However, in the presence of antifoams, we observe that
bubble coalescence times are better described by mixture
distributions (Fig.8c). This is not surprising as the coales-
cence time of a bubble is dependent on whether a bubble
encounters an antifoam or not, with bubbles rupturing rel-
atively quickly when antifoams are present. As a result,
the measured coalescence times can fall under two different
distributions with different means depending on the pres-
ence of antifoams. Further, the size of the antifoams also
influence the coalescence time, with larger antifoams low-
ering the coalescence time. Both these effects can be seen
in the coalescence time distributions (fit to Rayleigh dis-
tributions) of bubbles in antifoam-laden lubricants filtered
using a 1 µm and 10 µm filter (Fig.8c). In the 1 µm filtered
lubricant, as a result of the very small filter pore size, the
majority of the antifoam particles have been filtered out.
Consequently a significant portion of the bubbles (those
above the shoulder) never encounter an antifoam and re-
main stable for a longer time. On the other hand, in the
10 µm filtered lubricant, all bubbles encounter antifoams.
However, due to a distribution of antifoam sizes in the lubri-
cant, we again observe a mixture distribution. The means
of the two distributions are most likely set by the two dom-
inant antifoam sizes in the lubricant, with the distribution
above the shoulder corresponding to bubbles ruptured by
the smaller antifoam. Currently, efforts are underway to
correlate the scale parameters and mixture ratios of the
underlying Rayleigh distributions to the dominant antifoam
sizes and their number densities [9].
As a concluding note, we highlight that the results pre-
sented in Fig. 8c are for liquid antifoam droplets obey-
ing the so called Garett’s hypothesis [3, 175]. It would be
worthwhile for future studies to investigate antifoams that
do not adhere to the Garett’s hypothesis and establish their
influence on the coalescence time distributions.
4.3. Stabilization Mechanisms
Single bubble experiments have played an important role
in uncovering and mechanistically understanding foam sta-
bilization mechanisms. A number of prior reviews have
summarized the effects of interfacial rheology and tradi-
tional surfactant mediated Marangoni stresses in stabilizing
bubbles [30, 40, 176]. In this section we will focus only on
the previously unreported mechanisms. Notable examples
are presented below.
Bubble stabilization by evaporation induced Marangoni
flows has been the subject of a number of recent studies.
Evaporation can drive Marangoni flows through changes in
temperature as well as through changes in species concen-
tration. The former, commonly referred to as thermocapil-
lary Marangoni flows, is known to dictate bubble stability in
highly volatile liquids with low specific heats [74]. The later,
commonly referred to as solutocapillary Marangoni flows
[111], is known to alter the stability of bubbles in liquid
mixtures with at least one volatile component. Evaporation
driven solutocapillary Marangoni flows are known to in-
crease bubble lifetimes in alcohol-water mixtures [177, 178].
Interestingly, recent studies have revealed the important ef-
fect of solutocapillary flows on the stability of bubbles in
non-aqueous systems such as lubricants [8, 69].
As shown in Fig. 8c using mixtures of silicone oils, bubble
stability depends on the radial direction of the Marangoni
stresses induced by evaporation. Bubbles are stabilized
when the Marangoni stresses compete against capillary
flows and drive fluid to the bubble apex, while bubbles are
destabilized when Marangoni stresses drive fluid away from
the bubble apex. An interesting signature of the former
case is the spontaneous cyclic dimple formation and dissi-
pation resulting from the competition of Marangoni flows
that drive fluid to the apex of the bubble and capillary
flows that thin down the film [8, 179, 180]. As a result,
dramatic fluctuations are observed in the film thickness of
bubbles, along with a marked increase in their life time (see
the data for a Group I lubricant and a silicone oil mixture
in Fig.8b). When evaporation is suppressed, for instance by
sealing the system, capillary forces steadily drain the film
without competition and no fluctuations are observed. As
expected, for closed systems, bubble stability decreases if
evaporation is stabilizing and vice versa (Fig. 8c).
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4.4. Bubble rupture dynamics
Single bubble experiments have also played a pivotal role
in establishing the rupture dynamics of bubbles. Good
discussions on hole opening kinetics [181–183], topologi-
cal changes [181, 183, 184], and fragmentation dynamics
[92, 182] are available in the literature. Here we will briefly
comment on the recent developments in this area.
Firstly, recent studies have revealed the influence of bulk
elasticity in the hole opening kinetics of bubbles in a num-
ber of systems such as Boger fluids [185], wormlike micelles
[186], and polymer melts [187]. In all cases, at short times,
bulk elasticity was revealed to increase the hole opening
velocity by as much as 104 times as compared to a New-
tonian fluid of similar viscosity. This is expected as the
elastic stresses that build up during bubble formation aid
the capillary stresses in rupturing the bubble, leading to an
increase in the rupture velocity.
Secondly, recent research has also improved our under-
standing of the topology of bubbles during rupture. No-
tably, Debrégeas et al. [187] have shown that during rup-
ture, buckling instabilities can occur on the surface of bub-
bles in polymer melts. Sabadini et al., [186] on the other
hand, have interestingly reported a complete absence of a
rim (the tip of the expanding hole where liquid accumu-
lates) in bubbles rupturing in viscoelastic wormlike micellar
solutions. The reason for this is currently unknown.
Thirdly, a number of studies have focused on fragmen-
tation dynamics [92, 188]. The retracting fluid at the rim
is known to fragment via a sequence of hydrodynamic in-
stabilities, namely a Rayleigh-Taylor instability generating
the ligaments at the bubble rim followed by a Rayleigh-
Plateau instability generating droplets from the ligaments.
For bubbles in simple liquids, the mean size of these gen-
erated droplets 〈d〉 was shown by Lhuissier and Villermaux
to scale with the mean thickness of the film h¯ (see Fig.8
caption for the mathematical definition of h¯) as 〈d〉 ∼ h¯5/8,
and from mass conservation, the number of drops N to
scale as N ∼ h¯−7/8. Building on this result, Poulain et al.
[188] have shown that bacterial secretions reduce the size
and increase the number of droplets released during bub-
ble rupture by lowering the film thickness at rupture. As a
result, these pathogens spread more readily by taking ad-
vantage of the mechanics of bubble rupture. In the future,
it would be worthwhile for studies to further investigate
the impact of interfacial properties, especially the effects
of interfacial rheology, on the dynamics of bubble rupture
[189].
5. Emulsion stability
The physical mechanisms governing the stability of an
emulsion are not yet fully understood, but there exist a
number of theories confirmed by experiments that have
shed light on this problem for over more than a century.
In this section we present some of the most relevant and
established models dealing with emulsion stability and co-
alescence, as well as more recent advances and potential
developments of the single drop techniques.
5.1. Stabilization mechanisms and film rupture
A stable emulsion can be formed under some conditions,
and by means of different physical mechanisms. The most
common procedure to increase the stability of emulsions
is the addition of surface active species in sufficient quan-
tity to form dense surface layers [191]. Stable thin films
of constant thickness can then be formed, preventing ad-
jacent droplets from coalescing. In particular, it was pro-
posed [192] and experimentally demonstrated [193] that the
added surfactant must be soluble in the continuous phase
and insoluble in the disperse phase in order to optimize
the increase in stability. The relevant stabilization mecha-
nism is the well known Marangoni flow: when two droplets
approach and come into contact (or a droplet and a pla-
nar interface), surfactant molecules are driven towards the
film perimeter, creating gradients in surface concentration,
and in turn, surface tension gradients. When the surfac-
tant is soluble in the disperse phase, there is a source of
surfactant molecules to rapidly replenish the surface, elim-
inating the surface tension gradients. Hence, Marangoni
flows are suppressed and the film thins faster. On the
contrary, when the surfactant is soluble only in the con-
tinuous phase and the film is thin enough, there are not
enough surfactant molecules available to replenish the sur-
face. Hence, Marangoni flows that oppose the film thinning
are sustained, and the film thins at a slower rate [191].
In general, ionic surfactants are more efficient in stabiliz-
ing emulsions. An intuitive explanation of this observation
is given in Fig. 9a, where we represent the disjoining pres-
sure, pid, versus the film thickness when a monolayer of an
ionic surfactant is present in both interfaces [120, 191, 194].
At large film thicknesses, the interaction between the in-
terfaces is governed by the addition of electrostatic re-
pulsion (screened-Coulomb or Yukawa potential) and van
der Waals attraction, known as DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek) forces. At much smaller film thicknesses,
short range forces govern the dynamics. If the pressure in
the thin film is smaller than the local maximum of the dis-
joining pressure represented in Fig. 9a by a red circle (pi∗d),
the film would thin until it reaches an equilibrium value
of the order of hundreds of nanometers. If the pressure is
higher, the equilibrium thickness is much smaller, where
the fluid separating the monolayers has been fully removed
and a bilayer is formed.
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Figure 9: (a.) Disjoining pressure versus film thickness h, where the dotted curve represent the double-layer forces (the electrostatic -repulsive-
contribution) and the dashed curve represents the van Der Waals forces (attractive). The solid curve represents the addition of these two
contributions (DLVO forces) plus the short range forces. If the pressure in the thin film is smaller than the local maximum, pi∗d , DLVO fores
dominate and the equilibrium thickness h is of the order of hundreds of nm (h1). If the pressure is bigger than pi∗d , h is much smaller (of the order
of a few nm, h2), short range forces dominate and, essentially, the two interfaces form a bilayer. (b.) Non-dimensional free energy of the nucleated
hole as a function of its non-dimensional size, calculated from the de Vries theory [190]. The hole nucleation is energetically unfavourable until a
critical r/h value is reached (about 0.5). Here r is the radius of the hole, h is the film thickness, W is the free energy, and σαβ is the interfacial
tension. The hole spontaneously increases in radius once that critical value is exceeded.
It is well known that solid particles located on the liq-
uid/liquid interface can increase emulsion stability, forming
the so-called Pickering emulsions [195]. There exists strong
evidence that the physical mechanism arresting coalescence
in Pickering emulsions is the formation of a steric barrier
by the particles [196–200]. This mechanism requires the
adsorption of the particles at the interface, which is possi-
ble only when the three phase contact angle is close to 90◦.
Hence, the amphiphilic character of the particles facilitates
the stabilization of the emulsion. The main application of
Pickering emulsions, extensively used in the last decades, is
the fabrication of nanomaterials such as microspheres and
microcapsules, with direct applications in the food or phar-
maceutical industries [201–203]. For a review on Picker-
ing emulsions focused on the different types of emulsifying
particles and the nanomaterials fabricated from Pickering
emulsions, the reader is addressed to Yang et al. [200].
In spite of the fact that the coalescence process is not
fully understood, the physical mechanisms leading to the
apparition and eventual nucleation of a hole in the thin
film have been examined for decades. De Vries [190] studied
the energetics of hole nucleation, finding that there exists
a critical hole size below which hole growth is energetically
unfavorable. This theory is based on the calculation of the
increment in surface area associated with the hole growth,
where there is both a loss in surface area given by 2pir2
(where r is the radius of the hole) and an increase in sur-
face area due to the formation of a hole rim. Assuming
that the hole rim is perfectly circular and the surface ten-
sion is uniform, the resulting non-dimensional free energy
of the nucleated hole as a function of its non-dimensional
size is represented in Fig. 9b, where the free energy, W ,
has been made dimensionless by σαβh2, σαβ being the in-
terfacial tension and h the thin film thickness.
Other models have been proposed [204], accounting, for
instance, for the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant
molecules [88, 205]. However, all these models predict an
activation energy orders of magnitude higher than kBT for
the typical values of the equilibrium thickness (∼ 100 nm).
Therefore, a reasonable coalescence mechanism for emul-
sions stabilized by ionic surfactants is as follows [191]: the
local maximum in Fig.9a arising from the electrostatic po-
tential is decreased due to surface concentration fluctua-
tions, allowing the film to locally thin to a much smaller
thickness, where short range forces dominate the dynamics.
The activation energy is not much larger than kBT now,
such that hole nucleation is possible. Following the nomen-
clature by de Gennes [206], this mechanism represents the
classical view of intrinsic coalescence. However, in many
applications, the most favorable coalescence mechanism is
different in nature: analogous to the effect of antifoams dis-
cussed in Section 4.2, a particle located in the thin film
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Figure 10: (a.) Coalescence time distributions of oil droplets against a flat oil/water interface. The symbols represent the experimental data,
and the curves show the corresponding Rayleigh distributions. (b.) Mean film thickness (h¯) versus time for the same two samples. The curves
show the best fit to a function of the form h¯(t) ∝ t−ξ where the the best fit values for −ξ are -1.03 and -0.68 for the silicone oil and the squalane,
respectively.
separating two droplets can bridge the film and facilitate
coalescence, producing the so-called extrinsic coalescence.
5.2. Single drop experimental approach
As explained in Section 3, the experimental setup for
single drop and single bubble experiments is essentially
identical. Moreover, the main observables are coalescence
times and interferometric images in both cases. Since the
experimental details and the fundamental details of coa-
lescence time distributions and film thickness reconstruc-
tion have already been discussed in the preceding sections,
we will confine ourselves to present some recent results to
highlight the applicability of the technique to the emulsion
problem. At the end of this section, we will examine the
film rupture dynamics in the case of emulsions, discussing
the potential application of single drop techniques to this
question.
5.2.1. Coalescence time distribution and drainage rate
Fig.10a shows coalescence time distributions for
squalane/water and lubricant oil/water systems. The
experimental data follow a distribution similar to that
discussed in the Section 3.2, where a Rayleigh distri-
bution reasonably fits the data. The technique is also
suitable to rank emulsion stability, as can be inferred from
the two distinct distributions observed; in other words,
coalescence is a random process and the experimental data
show a remarkable dispersion, but a significant number
of experiments allows one to estimate the probability of
coalescence, which is an intrinsic property of the system.
As is the case with foams, the interferometric images en-
able the thin film thickness reconstruction. At the cost of
a relatively manual process, it is possible to calculate the
topography of the film and its evolution with time. Fig.
10b shows the mean film thickness versus time for the same
two systems as in Fig. 10a. In both cases, t = 0 is given
by the instant in which the stage controlling the drop verti-
cal position stops moving, and the maximum thickness that
can be measured is optically limited (∼ 1µm). It is worth
mentioning that, in these experiments, no dimple was ob-
served, which does not necessarily mean that a dimple was
not formed during the initial stages where h > 1µm. As
can be seen in Fig. 10b, the mean film thickness reason-
ably follows a power law of the form h¯(t) ∝ t−ξ, where the
best fit values for −ξ (-1.03 and -0.68 for the silicone oil
and the squalane, respectively) interestingly coincide with
those expected respectively for a plug flow and poiseuille
flow inside the thin film [207].
5.2.2. Drop rupture dynamics and retraction speed
The experimental setup represented in Fig. 1c is also an
excellent platform to study the hole nucleation mentioned in
Section 5.1. The substitution of the side camera by a high
speed camera allows one to track the growth of the hole, as
shown in Fig. 11. The retraction of the thin film during co-
alescence is a rich phenomenon that has been studied over
decades [208], with an increased interest after the develop-
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Figure 11: Snapshots of the film rupture acquired by means of a high speed camera used as the side camera in Fig. 1. In both cases, the lower
and upper phases are DI water, and the thin film is a 50 cSt pure silicone oil. Two distinct regimes are observed. In the left images (a.), the
film ruptured at a much larger thickness than that corresponding to the right images (b.), so that Ohright  Ohleft. A rim is clearly observed
in the left images, growing in size as the film retracts and fluid volume accumulates. On the contrary, tendrils of oil are left behind on the hole
perimeter in the right images, where the Oh number is lower.
ment of digital high speed cameras opened the door towards
its direct visualization. There exist different regimes, where
the Ohnesorge number, defined as,
Oh =
µ√
ρσαβhr
, (36)
tells us whether the system pertains to the inertial regime
(Oh  1) or the viscous regime (Oh > 1) [208]. Here µ
is the dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase, ρ is the
density of the continuous phase, σαβ is the surface tension,
and hr is the film thickness at rupture.
In the examination of the inertial regime, several research
efforts have found an increase of the radius of the hole fol-
lowing r ∼ √t [209–214], with the mass of the retracting
film accumulating in a torus-shaped rim. For Oh & 1, a
model was proposed where the radius of the hole follows
r/R ∼ t/tv(ln(t/tv)), being R the drop radius and tv the
viscous time defined as [215],
tv =
Rµ
σαβ
. (37)
Later experiments found a relationship r ∼ t for this regime
[210, 212, 213] and, very recently, Zhang et al. [216] have
used a single drop setup to confirm the above-mentioned
r ∼ √t and r ∼ t relationships for the inertial and viscous
regimes, respectively. Aryafar and Kavehpour [217] pointed
out a possible explanation for the observed discrepancy in
the high Oh regime: the rim of the hole becomes unsta-
ble, forming tendrils that eventually produce micron sized
droplets. Since the hole radius is normally measured from
side images (measuring the length of the neck between the
two droplets or the droplet and the planar interface), this
instability could not be observed in most of the experiments
cited above.
Another instance in which the visualization of the neck
(and not the hole) may not fully capture the complexity of
the hole growth is the case of the two interfaces entrapping
a thin film that has a different interfacial tension at either
liquid-liquid interface due to, for example, a different ag-
ing process. Malmazet et al. [218] conducted coalescence
experiments where a water droplet is released from a cap-
illary immersed in oil. Once released, the droplet descends
and reaches an oil/water interface, which has been aged
and shows a lower interfacial tension. When coalescence
happens, they observed the rim bending towards the inside
of the drop, i.e., towards the interface showing a higher
interfacial tension.
Images of a torus-shaped rim and an unstable rim with
tendrils are shown in Fig. 11. Note that these images were
obtained by means of the substitution of the side camera
represented in Fig. 1c by a high speed camera. In other
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words, the setup can still simultaneously work as an in-
terferometer, providing the topography of the film when
coalescence takes place. Since the film thickness is of crit-
ical importance to the mechanism leading to the observed
instability at high Oh numbers [208], the single drop setup
is a promising tool to further analyze this phenomenon.
6. Conclusion and Outlook
Single bubble/drop techniques have improved our un-
derstanding of foam and emulsion physics by providing
insights that complement those obtained from the bulk
foam/emulsion and single film tests. Typical bubble/drop
setups contain an arrangement to form bubbles/drops of
controlled volume (often supported on a capillary), cam-
eras to visualize the shape of the bubble/drop, pressure
transducers to monitor the internal pressure, and an ar-
rangement (usually based on interferometry) to measure
the spatiotemporal film thickness evolution between the in-
teracting interfaces of bubbles or drops. Major measurables
from single bubble/drop experiments include coalescence
times and their distributions, the spatiotemporal film pro-
files both during drainage (utilizing thin film interferome-
try) and rupture (utilizing a high speed imaging camera),
and interfacial rheology.
Single bubble/drop techniques will continue to be an im-
portant tool for studying foams and emulsions. Future work
in this area can be split into two categories. Firstly, efforts
can be aimed at improving the single bubble/drop setups
and the associated protocols. These include (a) improving
film thickness measurement tools (interferometry or oth-
erwise) for studying emulsions with low refractive indices
(eg. flurosilicone-water emulsions), (b) improving the ro-
bustness and spatiotemporal resolution of automated film
thickness measurement tools (eg. for interferometry), (c)
developing a generalized theory for describing coalescence
time distributions across bubbles, anti-bubbles, and drops,
and (d) investigating the role of bubble size (super or sub
hemispherical cap) on the accuracy of dilatational rheology
measurements. Secondly, efforts can be aimed at utilizing
single bubble/drop setups to resolve unanswered questions
in foam and emulsion physics. These include (a) investigat-
ing antifoam mechanics in non-aqueous systems, (b) char-
acterizing evaporation driven solutocapillary bubble desta-
bilization, and (c) investigating the effects of interfacial rhe-
ology on the dynamics of bubble rupture.
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